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CUCM/BE6K licensing summary



User scenarios License requirement

A user with one 3905
A user with one 6901 
A user with one analog phone connected on FXS gateway controlled by CUCM (ATA, VG3xx, etc.) 
A fax machine connected on FXS gateway controlled by CUCM (ATA, VG3xx, etc.)

One Essential license

A user with one 7811
A user with one 7821

One Basic license

A user with one of these phones (7841, 7861, 7832, any 88xx phones, DX80) One Enhanced license

A user with one Jabber client for voice/video 
Jabber client for voice/video installed on only-one of user’s devices (Windows or MacOS or    
Android or iOS) AND this user does not have an IPPhone. 
Seen only in cases where no hardphones are required for these users (some contact center 
cases, etc.) 

One Enhanced license

A user with  TWO devices (regardless of type)
Example: a user with one IPPhone and one Jabber client for voice/video, installed on only-
one of user’s devices (Windows or MacOS or Android or iOS).  Typically Jabber runs on    
laptop or smartphone or tablet to allow user to make calls when is remote from desk. 

One Enhanced Plus

A user with THREE or more devices (regardless of type)
Very common scenario for managers and business users where, apart from IPPhone, we 
want to give Jabber softclient for audio/video to users and we don’t want to restrict Jabber 
voice/video one one device but want to allow user to have Jabber for voice/video on 
multiple devices (laptop+smartphone or laptop+smartphone+tablet)

One CUWL license  (CUWL 
Standard or CUWL Meetings) 



Note1 : Why do you mention ‘’Jabber for voice/video’’? or ‘’When 
license is required for Jabber’’?
If Jabber softclient is configured for IM/Presence and deskphone control (user controls IPPhone from 
Jabber client) and is NOT configured to terminate voice/video on Jabber softclient then no license is 
required.
In other words, you can give Jabber to your users for IM/Presence and deskphone control for free. 
And users could run multiple Jabber clients (on their desktop, on their laptop, on their smartphone or 
on their tablet, etc.) Note that IM/Presence service will be in all devices, deskphone control is only 
applicable on Windows/MAC.

If Jabber softclient is configured, apart from other services, to terminate voice/video then CUCM will 

require license for this according to slide1. 

Note2: 
Video endpoints for meeting rooms (roomkits, etc.) require TP (Telepresence) CUCM license.  



Note3 : there are two type of CUWL licenses :
a) CUWL Standard 

- offers entitlement for 3 or more devices to the user as stated in slide1

- offers voicemail license to the user

b) CUWL Meetings 

- offers entitlement for 3 or more devices to the user as stated in slide1 

- offers Voicemail license to the user

- offers user ability to use Video MCU (more specifically offers PMP+ for CMS)

Summary – Guide for new customers:
a) Start from phone selection for your users. Define a few user categories and select appropriate devices. 
b) For users with 1 phone, phone licensing is simple and you can add voicemail license separately if desired.
c) For users that, apart from IPPhone, need Jabber softphone services, go with Enh Plus or CUWL Standard 

or CUWL Meetings.
Enh Plus makes sense if user is ok with one IPPhone and one Jabber for voice/video and no voicemail.
CUWL Standard will fit users that need one IPPhone and multiple Jabber or users that need one IPPhone and 
voicemail and one Jabber. Note that BE6K offers 35 CUWL Standard bundle in a very cost effective price 
so for the first 35 users you are covered. 
CUWL Meetings makes sense if you run Video MCU on-premises (CMS). 
If you run Video MCU on cloud(Webex Meetings) then no need to go to CUWL Meetings - you could stick 
to CUWL Standard. 


